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1. Change Log
Version

1.0
2.0

Date
th
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May 30th 2017

Description

Document Creation
Update Document – Qlik Sense

Owner

Mastel – Godoy
Mastel - Godoy
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2. Environment
The current work environment forces us to improve the analysis of the existing information in
order to optimize the resources and the investments in the sector.
Business Intelligence platforms allow us to consolidate information from different management
applications making possible this analysis in no time.
The hospitality sector has been managed for years by multiple technological platforms offering
closed solutions in which the integration with external modules was very difficult. Management
applications have been limited to connectivity with other applications or external solutions.
The Hotel Dashboard is born with that philosophy: to enable the hotel to integrate the
information from different existing data sources from the hotel or hotel group software platform
through the Business Intelligence without limitations.
The hotelier can cross data and information from its management applications (hotel,
commercial, events, quality control, technical services, interfaces, points of sale, purchase,
inventory, finance, web, etc.,) independently from the software vendor of these applications.
With this he can optimize the business management through specialized programs for each one
unifying the information effectively through the Business Intelligence.
For those hotel groups that work with different brands, different hotel software by region, or
other technologies, they can unify the information easily.
Through the Hotel Dashboard and its modules it is possible to centralize data from the different
management software’s. Furthermore the Hotel Dashboard is designed to only acquire the
licenses needed to work with, adapting to your budget and investment capabilities. Providing
you with what just only a few hotels of the market have discovered: the optimization of their
business management through the Business Intelligence analysis.
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3. Leisure Solution
Hotel Dashboard Leisure Solution is a business intelligence solution designed to analyze the
management of sport centers, golf courses, Wellness, spas, restaurants, social clubs and other
entertainment centers that may be linked to a Resort or Hotel.
Through this module will be possible to integrate leisure information, with other customer
information from their consumption in the Resort or Hotel and different revenue centers.
By itself, HD Leisure Solution is a complete solution that enables the comprehensive
management of any entertainment company. Also, this module has been extensively developed
for Concept Software Systems Golf & Spa, from which, this module is part of the suite of
products under the name CSS Business Intelligence.
CSS Business Intelligence is an advanced form of analyzing the information contained in the
software product. This module allows the user to manage the Business Intelligence, locally or
centrally for a group of companies, analyzes fast, flexible and easy way your information or
different companies managed with the products of CSS.
This document includes a vision of what the HD Leisure Solution module offers through its
integration with entertainment software, Concept Software Systems.
Additionally, you can see a video of CSS BI in the following link: CSS BI Solution http: CSS Business
Intelligence
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3.1.1. Dashboard
Dashboard is intended to provide a first insight into business performance.

3.1.2. Ad Hoc Report
This option allows the user to create their own report on the fly. The grouping of
dimensions and expressions can be selected per the analysis to be performed (POS,
Members, Golf and Spa).
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3.1.3. Sales Analysis
Includes three options for sales analysis; Top 10 options shows sales indicators for
Revenue and Articles including other filter options and Sales by hour.
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3.1.4. Method of Payment
This option allows analysing the method of payment of the various processes of buying
and selling the property. Allows the user to see the relation in average % or amount
invoiced on CSS. It is an easy and quick to see the amount of the payment operation,
sales centre, complex, and so on.

3.1.5. Vouchers
Vouchers option lets you see the use and enjoyment of the bonds generated at the
facility. The level of detail is such that even you can see the activities or items that
make up the bonds, and which have already been used or are still to be used.
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3.1.6. Client Billing
Client Billing option lets the user see the amount of billing per customer. Applying the
correct date filters, you can see the Top 10 customers in their billing.
Includes the option of displaying only those who have made consumption Higher than....
(Invoiced> =) or Lower than... (Invoiced<=). This data combined with the country would
be valid for the generation of local tax legal reports.
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3.1.7. Stock
In this option, the user can see the current stock valuation in a chart or pivot table.
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3.1.8. Suppliers
Selecting different types of document the user can see the best-selling vendors in
addition to the more buy, and all within the same graph.

3.1.9. Cost Price
The feature displays the cost prices of the items or activities of the establishment,
allowing hides those items or activities that have no cost.
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3.1.10.

Stock Transfer

This option allows you to view the movements of items between different hotel or
resort stores.
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3.1.11.

Client Data

Members and Clients option displays general information from our customer database.
Here we can work with segmentation that has the setting and we also export the data
of selections for mailings combined with other tools like Outlook.

3.1.12.

Members Debit

The option displays information shares of contributions generated by the system for
members, and the state to pay them. Includes an indicator that shows the pending
payment on fees generated.
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3.1.13.

Visits

This option is available for not only the number of visits per client, but also where they
spend their money.
The system understands that a client makes a visit to retail or business area when you
spend money on it and this is reflected in the data tables. On the other hand, if the
customer or member does spend money in more than one revenue centre, then display
this data in the system, but only count as one visit per day.
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3.1.14.

Visits 2

Additional information related to Client visits.
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3.1.15.

Country Billing

Marketing option includes a breakdown of turnover by country. This option is aimed
particularly at commercial teams who need to analyse the merits of the business to
define future trade actions.
By selecting regions on the map, we analyse in more detail by country income.

3.1.16.

Spa Billing

The option of Spa Management and Leisure Activities provides data concerning the
management of the facilities of Spa and Wellness Spa or sports complexes that can be
managed from this module.
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3.1.17.

Therapist

The option Therapist unifies all the staff analysis of the Spa and Revenue Centres for
further analysis.
Therapist’s option offered in detail, the management of our team in a spa setting or
leisure activities. The use of time by our therapists is fully detailed in the options on this
screen.
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3.1.18.

Locations

The choice of rooms available in detail, blocks, the use and availability of our rooms or
locations in a spa setting or sports activities. By using this option these features are
totally controlled by the system.

3.1.19.

Activities

Activities Analysis option provides detailed information on the enjoyment of the
activities in the system, entering gender analysis, types of customers or group of
activities analysis.
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3.1.20.

Treatments

The Treatments or Schedule Analysis option allows the study of the behaviour of the
establishment in relation to the time of booking of our complexes.
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3.1.21.

Spa Pickup and Turnaway Analysis

The Pickup Analysis is increasingly important in the management of Spa whereby
analysis of reservation times allows us to forecast and to analyse the potential revenue
of our business.
This functionality displays in a fast and detailed manner the results of the Turnaways
made in our Spa or Wellness.
There is a difference between cancellation and turnaway. The cancellation is made after
confirming a reservation. The Turnaway is created before finishing the reservation and
is created due the user's inability to provide a service for whatever reason.
Cancellation’s analysts can be managed through the existing filter of Reservation Status
in the SPA Billing section. The Turnaways can be analyzed through this option.
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3.1.22.

Green Fee Revenue Analysis

The Green Fee Revenue Analysis option displays Golf billing information for different
fields, pits, etc... The graph also shows a comparison between last year (and other if
loaded) and current.

3.1.23.

Top Sales

The Top Sales option is ideal for analyzing the evolution of the Golf Management based
on the filters applied. With these ratios we get an overview of the evolution of our
business with a simple glance.
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3.1.24.

Segment Analysis

The analysis of segments shows the influence of the different segments of leisure in
our business.
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3.1.25.

Tee Times

This section includes a special analysis on the management of Tee Times in the course
or golf courses.

3.1.26.

Golf Pickup

The Pickup Analysis is increasingly important in the management of golf courses. The
previous times reserve allows us to plan better and to analyze the potential revenue
potential of our business.
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3.1.27.

Daily Reservation and Forecast

The option within the Daily Reservations allows knowing in detail every day bookings.
Referring to the date on which the reservation is made (Date Booking Made) can know
how many reservations have been made every day, for many players and what amount.
Golf Forecast shows reserves totaled by month. Understanding that the past months are
with check-in status and future months include reserved and reserved Confirmed.
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The information provided in this document is only indicative and should be reviewed and defined
according to the applications software installed on each client hotel property. Prior to the closing
of a Business Intelligence project, the team of Mastel Group will issue and deliver a document
defining in detail de scope of the project based on the personalized needs expressed by the hotel
management team.
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